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added. [FG] Assassinâ��s Creed Revelation.Q: Is an empty array always a subset of any other array

with the same size? I was solving a problem as following: Given two arrays a and b. a is
2-dimensional. Each element is a non-negative integer. b is also 2-dimensional. The length of b is

smaller than that of a. All elements in b are less than or equal to those in a. The size of a is variable.
I need to check if an empty array is always a subset of b, and if yes, return true. However, when I

have implemented it, I thought that it is not necessarily true. Ex. const arr1 = [0, 1, 2]; const arr2 =
[]; function test(arr) { if (arr.length === 0) { return true; } else { return false; } } if(test(arr1) &&

test(arr2)) { console.log("success"); } else { console.log("fail") } I think that it is not necessarily true
because I cannot distinguish those cases: when arr1 is all zeros when arr2 is all zeros. I was

wondering if there is any solution to test whether the two arrays are empty or not? A: You could
check if the array contains at least an undefined or a zero: function containsZero(arr) { return

arr.filter(e => e === 0).length
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game.It was sort of a relief to see that Congress did something other than dick around with a bill that
could finally give health insurers more control over the cost of care and access to the sick. If

Congress could just get its head out of its ass, the Affordable Care Act would be more than halfway
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